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Antitrust Statement

• The Center for Supply Chain Studies (the Center) is  nonprofit organization that serves as a forum 
for  free and open discussion of diverse opinions without in any way attempting to encourage or 
sanction any particular business practice.

• During the course of any Center activity, discussions involving pricing, sales terms, territories, 
production or other aspects of competition, must be avoided.  In the event any person feels that 
statements or actions in meetings are headed into such an area, attendees should raise the issue 
immediately so that further discussion of such matters can be suspended pending receipt advice 
satisfactory that questionable topics do not give rise to antitrust problems.

• The Center recognizes the severity of the potential penalties that might be imposed in the event 
that certain conduct is found to violate the antitrust laws.  Should the Center or its cooperative 
participants be involved in any violation of federal/state antitrust laws, such violation may 
involve both civil and criminal penalties that may include imprisonment, as well as fines and/or 
attorney fees.

• This policy statement unequivocally supports the policy of competition served by the antitrust 
laws.  Given this, the Center intends to take all necessary and proper measures to ensure that 
violations of the antitrust laws do not occur. 
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Today’s Agenda

• Anti-Trust Statement

• Review of Study Findings to date

• White paper discussion

• Best Practices decision
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Primary Findings

• Master Data Management is a pre-existing Data Quality practice
– Issue mitigation: if product MD isn’t established, item can not be purchased (not in item master) which means new items 

are not brought on site until the facility is ready to manage or process the item correctly

• For companies / Hospitals already synchronizing Trade Item Master Data and Entity / Location Master Data:
– The introduction of Master Data via DSCSA Transaction Information (TI)

• Constitutes a second set of product and location data
• Adds about 20% to Product data received and archived
• Adds about 33% to Entity / Location data received and archived

– Should not be mixed with Business Intelligent applications (more of a best practice)
– Data Quality Issue:

• In certain circumstances, the two sets can become out of synch with each other.
• In rare occasions (orders for next day use and a rare error), medication can cause clinicians to administer medication prior to it being 

cleared of DSCSA reconciliation.
• Observation: Every time a 
• Ignoring this second set (DSCSA) of master data does not put patients in danger. 

– Improved recall accuracy
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Master data Management Examples

• We’ve discussed a number of ways Master Data is shared today and 
could be shared tomorrow
– GDSN
– Enhanced GDSN – additional clinical data, trading partner specific data
– Data Alignment vs Data Synchronization 
– Catalogue master data
– Master Data received via DSCSA EPCIS
– Planned HDA GTIN Data Hub 

• We’re developing monographs of each 
– We’re inserting each Monograph scenario into an existing ReferenceModel to 

show they have no negative impact on patient safety
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This Study’s Goal
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Allow companies to continue using various Master Data Techniques  
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ReferenceModules
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Best Practice Decision

• Product MDM as best practice?

• Entity/Location as best practice?

• MDM Archive SOP for DSCSA?

• Keep DSCSA MDM temporarily:

– May need it for operational efficiency (if Receiving process is 
manual process)

– May need it until stable MDM process is established.
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DSCSA and MDM Study
- End of 2/6/2017 Discussion -
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Planning
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2017 2017

Today

Jan Feb Mar

Jan 30 - Feb 10White Paper Draft

Feb 13 - Feb 24White Paper Review and Comments

Feb 24 - Mar 3White Paper Final

Feb 20 - Feb 24Monographs Draft

Feb 27 - Mar 6Monograph reviews (Soln Providers)

Mar 6 - Mar 10FDA presentation Decision

Mar 11 - Mar 18Contact FDA (based on group decision)



Ancillary Findings 
Published only to team members

• Medications marked with GTIN + Sn + Lot # + Exp Date:
– Allow for medication storage and usage by Expiration Date
– Accurate Returns

• Better match of returned medication to “Sold-From” 

– Allow for safety stock and par levels that are more resistant to recall issues
• Intentionally mix Lots in inventories

– Improve Kanban systems (reserved medications held centrally?) 
– Allow for direct understanding of item status (can 
– Allows “tracking extensions” to the patient (improved information for 

adverse events?)
– Improved use of unused prescriptions (end of day reprocessing?) 

• Patients discharged prior to medication administration? 
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This Study’s Goal
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Why produce examples for submission to the FDA
Eliciting a Guidance vs Policy Position

If we ask the FDA whether we can use Master Data Management techniques for DSCSA, 

…  we are eliciting a policy response.

Our goal is for companies that are able
- are allowed to use Master Data Techniques for DSCSA. 

If we provide the FDA with a set of examples and ask, 
“If we provided DSCSA information in this manner, would it be acceptable.”

…  we are eliciting a guidance response.

A guidance response is always easier for the FDA to respond with.  It is less risky and it allows 
them to stay in the “what” of the Legislation or Regulation and lets the industry define the “how”



Findings
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Master Data Management 
As a pre-Existing Practice

• DSCSA duplicate data impact on pre-existing processes

– Sources of master data

– How does (or would) master data differences affect logistics and 
clinical processes

• Could discrepancies cost more to fix?

• Could discrepancies delay administration of medications to patients?
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DSCSA and MDM Study
Other Processes, Errors and Metrics
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Other Processes, Errors and Metrics Finding Notes

Range of time it takes to resolve an Error
Would like to get some feedback from the hospitals or 
wholesalers on this. Days? Hours?

Shipment Shortages No difference between MDM and DSCSA processes.

Shipment Overages No difference between 

New Product Introduction

Substitutions

Other:

Shipment to wrong address
Is the cause of this a misread of paperwork?

Are there “Deliver To” instructions?
Master Data Timing inconsistencies between MDM and 

DSCSA?



DSCSA and MDM Study
Metrics Findings
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Metric Finding Notes

Data Volume
~ 46% - 52% reduction in Archived Data Need to calculate volumes against actual

ordering/receiving patterns.

Time to Process Shipment (In / Out)

Scenario Affects Patient?

% Errors

Total Receiving Delays

% Times Patient Med Delay

% Times Shipment Delayed 

% Times Receipt Delayed

Total Dispensing Delays

% Dispensing Delays

Possible Order to Invoice Interruptions

Possible Invoice to Pay Interruptions

Possible Data Quality Issues

Total Items Processed

Archival Space:

Time to Retrieve and assemble TI data: No Appreciable difference



Potential Focus Extension of Study

• Deliverable Set #1: 
• Focus on use of MDM outside of the DSCSA Data Stream

– ReferenceModels

– White Paper 

– Education Module

• Focus on One other value:
– Meaningful use & DSCSA data (NDC, Sn, Lot # & Expiration Date)

– 340B processing

– Other?
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Study Team Questions

• If the Proprietary Name, Strength, Dosage Form or 
Container size changes, is a new NDC required?

– If an order for the old NDC is received, do you substitute for the 
new one or reject the order?

– If you substitute, how do you notify the customer of the 
substitution?

– If an order for the new NDC is received and you have stock of the 
old NDC, do you fill the order with the old NDC first?
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Study Team Questions

• Can we say that Trade Item Master Data Alignment or 
Synchronization occurs at planned intervals and changes to 
item data are communicated prior to them occurring in the 
supply chain? 

• Can we say that Entity and Location (Ship-To, Deliver-To) 
Master Data Alignment or Synchronization occurs at 
planned intervals and changes to Entity or Location data are 
communicated prior to them occurring in the supply chain? 
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Small Hospital Processes
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Signs of a problem
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Possible Signs of a problem
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Signs of a problem
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If the Master Data that feeds 
these processes are sourced 
from different systems, the 
data may be “temporarily” 
out of Sync and disagree with 
each other.  Or, if old stock is 
still in the supply chain, there 
could be a “temporary “ 
disagreement between 
sources.



Content

• Anti-Trust Caution

• Antitrust Statement

• Review of Study and findings

• Discuss options

• Review EducationModule
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